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We are Sally (Xintong) Wang and 
Grace (Chunzhen) Li and we are Year 
10 students from the International 
School of Geneva Campus des 
Nations. We came up with the idea for 
the Diversity Cranes project!

With help from Angelo, Kyara & Sarah 

Who are we?

“Want to be CEO in the future”

“A future diplomat in the making”



Our project is to make a pride 
flag out of paper cranes. We 

folded over 700 cranes in order 
to have stripes of each colour 

arranged to create the flag. 

We decided to make the pride 
flag that included black and 

brown stripes (rather than the 
traditional rainbow one) as they 
highlight the importance of the 
people of colour in the LGBTQ+ 

community.

What is our project?



After coming up with a multitude of ideas for 
different causes and things we believed would 
help our school community in different ways, 
we settled on the Diversity Cranes Project 
because we felt it would have the greatest 
impact as well as being the most important in 
this day and age. 

Unfortunately, the LGBTQ+ community has to 
face homophobia and discrimination all 
around the world and this can happen in any 
environment whether it be a formal workplace, 
an educational institute etc.  Because of this, 
we wanted to show our support and empathy 
for the LGBTQ+ community in our school. 

Why did we choose to do this?
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Our hopes

While our main intention is to support the 
LGBTQ+ community, we hope to extend 
the message of our project to include the 
entire school community. 

The cranes symbolize the diversity of our 
school: each crane is different and unique, 
similar to how all of the students in this 
school have different and special identities. 

However, all of the individual cranes are 
brought together to form a big flag, just 
like how the students are brought together 
in this school.  

How we want to affect our school

We believe the cranes carry hope, success 
and represent freedom: so, we would like 
the members of our school’s community to 
feel that they are free to express their own 
identities and feelings. 

Additionally, Pride month is coming as we 
near the end of the school year, so we feel 
that this is a nice way to celebrate the 
month and honour the Stonewall Riots. We 
also hope that those who are part of the 
LGBTQ+ community in our school feel 
acknowledged and that they matter.

What do we hope to achieve through this project?



● The importance of the history of the LGBTQ+ community. Before embarking on this project, we had 
researched and and read multiple articles about the history as well as current events, and we feel 
now that we truly understand and empathise with the community. 

● How difficult it truly is to complete a big project like ours in such a short timeframe. While we knew 
that we would have to work quickly, we did not realise at first how much work we had ahead of us. 
Folding over 700 cranes with only a few people proved to be a slow process, and finding the time to 
work on this project alongside schoolwork was challenging. By doing this project, we learnt just how 
important it is to organise our time well.

● As well as doing the work itself, having a leader that directs people and organises the team is also 
an important task to take. Allocating tasks and dividing the workload is vital to ensure that we can 
stick to the ideal timeline of the project and that everyone is pulling their weight.

● Motivation is just as important as completing the task at hand. This was a big project to accomplish 
and we would not have been able to get to the finish line if we hadn't reminded ourselves of our 
goal. When we had run into obstacles, we just had to problem-solve and keep going. 

● The videos and lessons we participated in helped us to understand that empathy is an essential 
part of our day-to-day lives. It is part of communication and helps us to respond properly in certain 
social situations, and we’ve learnt how to apply this in our own lives. 

What lessons did we learn along the way?



Thank you


